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change of heart must precede, and by a good many
years, any definite change of flag. It must be recog-
nised that where such a situation exists as existed in
Ireland for three centuries at least, a diseasedpsychology
results. If power and privilege are confined to a
minority of the people, those who possess the power
and privilege will justify to themselves their situation
by claiming a special fitness in themselves, and alleging
a special unfitness in the unprivileged. More than
that, their position with its advantages may often
produce, on the average, a real superiority. But in
all cases the degree of arrogance which an ascendancy
displays is certain to exceed its justification. As
equality is extended, or privilege disappears, the truth
of fact will always tend to gain acceptance; yet the
last stages of the struggle will always be embittered
by the rankling in ungenerous natures of an angry
contempt which easily engenders an answering hatred.
We are • not rid in Ireland of the operation of these
morbid tendencies: but the influences which.;make.
.- for-better understanding are already at work. A great
part of the traditional dislike and distrust is based
upon ignorance bred of unfarniliarity. The unrecon-
ciled sections of the Irish nation have lived in estrange-
ment which was like a racial separation. Where men
are forced into common discussion and-common action
and resistance, estrangement tends to disappear.
These last unhappy years have renewed and perhaps
deepened the estrangement. Yet one thing holds
good. Nationalist Ireland has accepted with sincerity
ParnelPs saying: " Ireland cannot spare any one of
her sons." The fact that Parnell himself was a typical
figure of the middle nation, leading the way to national
development, has enormously strengthened perception
of the truth which he uttered in this phrase. But
until the problem of Ulster is solved, the Irish
nation will not have come completely into being:, the
conception of what Irish nationality is will still remain
unclear*

